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FAIR PLAY FOR WOOD COUNTY
The Wood County Fair is here until Monday, August 9,
offering locals food, fun and family entertainment. See
photo spread on PAGE 3.
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Local rights group rallies support for non-discrimination ordinance to be on ballot this fall

www.bgviews.com

New grant provides for
pregnant students
PREGNANCY POINTS

By Jessica Hanna
News Editor

Statistics on teenage pregancy:

A competitive grant program
created by the Affordable Care
Act will provide financial support for states and reservations
to support pregnant and parenting teens and women.
The Pregnancy Assistance
Act will allot $25 million dollars in grants each fiscal year
from 2010 to 2019 to aid communities and institutions in
providing a network of supportive services to help parenting and pregnant teens
and women carrying to term
complete high school or postsecondary degrees, according to the U.S. Department of
Health and Human Services
press release.
TheHHSOfficeofPublic Health
and Science intends for states to
work with key stakeholders such
as institutions of higher education, high schools, community
organizations and State Attorney
General Offices in this program,
said the press release.
The money would be used to

■ Three in ten teenage girls
(31%) become pregnant
at least once before
they reach the age of 20
— more than 750.000 teen
pregnancies a year. Eight
in ten of these pregnancies
are unintended and 81% are
to unmarried teens.
■ Teen mothers are less likely to complete high school
(only one-third receive a
high school diploma) and
only 1.5% have a college
degree by age 30 Teen
mothers are more likely
to end up on welfare
(nearly 80 percent of
unmarried teen mothers
end up on welfare).

assist women in gaining access
to health care, child care, family housing and other needed
See GRANT
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New face, energy adds to
Office of Student Affairs
By Bobby Waddle
Reporter

By Max Fllby
Reporter

At the corner of Main and Wooster
streets, members of ONE Bowling
Green have begun working on a campaign to preserve two nondiscrimination ordinances at the polls this fall.
One month after the city council
originally passed the nondiscrimination ordinances in August 2009, petitions began circulating to put the ordinances on the November ballot.
Now, almost a year later, volunteers
like Chris Frey are campaigning for
ONF.BowlingGreen in support of these
ordinances by canvassingaround town
and helping out with phone banks on
Wednesday evenings.
"We are trying to get Bowling Green
in line with other cities like Ann Arbor,
Toledo and Kalamazoo," Frey said, "We

are catching Bowling Green up with will be the seventeenth of its kind to
these protections."
be enacted in Ohio, and will be one of
The nondiscrimination ordinances the first to consider discrimination of
appearing on the Nov. 2 ballot aim to a person's genetics.
prevent discrimination through the
"The ordinance will even cover genetservice industry, general employment ic makeup," said John Zanfardino, city
and educational institutions on the council president. "Because of scienbasis of 21 factors including race, dis- tific possibilities, we are providing very
up-to-the-minute protection."
ability and military status.
Due to the upcoming vote on the
However, there will be some general exceptions concerning senior- two ordinances, city council meetity, job qualifications, religious orga- ings have seen increased attendance
nizations or selections of fraternal from around 25 people to upwards of
organizations, according to 2009 city 250 people.
council legislation.
According to Zanfardino, some of
"It's important that students at BG the opposition believes this sort of
are given protection," said ONE vol- legislation will bring about litigation
unteer Sharon Chittock. "Right now against landlords and employers. City
someone could discriminate against council has countered opposition by
not hiring them because they might
See ONE | Page 2
get called up for duty soon."
The nondiscrimination ordinances

Mel Hudson-Nowak's extensive
background in education and
fi nance madeheranidealchoice
for the position of Associate Vice
President for Student Affairs.
She begins her job on Sept. 1,
but her involvement with the
University goes back to 2006
when she was hired as the
University's Director of Internal
Audit and Advisory Services. She
also served as co-chair of the
University's Strategic Planning
Committee in 2008, where she
had the opportunity to work with
Student Affairs representatives.
"I think the process really gave
me a sensitivity to the important issues IStudent Affairsl
have that they're trying to work
through ... as they're balancing
the student experience here at
BGSU," Hudson-Nowaksaid.
Ed Whipple, Vice-President for
Student Affairs, noted HudsonNowak's enthusiasm for the
University and said her "high
energy" and "positive attitude"

COURTNEY STELLAR
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VICE PRES: Mel Hudson-Nowak speaks
to a staff member on Tuesday afternoon
Hudson-Nowak officially begins her
Associate Vice President of Student Affairs
duties on Sep. 1.

is key for success in the job.
"She understands why we're
here at the University, which is
to help students learn, grow and
be successful," Whipple said.
With an education including an MBA in Finance and
SeeJ0B|Paqe2

Final words and farewell from the Editor-in-chief
On Saturday, I'll be a college
graduate.
But instead of walking across
a stage, I'll be staring up at one
among a crowd of fellow music
lovers at Lollapalooza music festival in Chicago.
1 never pictured myself as a

commecement walker, so I'm
not too torn up about missing
the ceremony. But as I finish
up my final homework assignments and editing this, my
last issue of the BG News, I am
already feeling nostalgic for my
years as a BGSU student.
When I first came to Bowling
Green, I didn't know a single person. Bom and raised in Michigan,
I wasn't a huge fan of Ohio, either,
but I chose this University for
its journalism program and the

CAMPUS

welcoming atmosphere 1 was
embraced by during my visits.
My second week of school I
was already sitting in my first BG
News meeting and since then,
the newsroom has been my second home.
I've learned the University
can offer you an overwhelming amount of opportunities if
you choose to take advantage of
them. However, some of these
experiences just aren't available
in Northwestern Ohio.

PULSE

Like, ordering a strawberry
gelato from a street vendor on
an actual Italian street corner. Or
hopping on a plane to spend the
weekend in Greece.
The fall of my sophomore year,
I chose not to return to campus.
Instead, 1 spent the academic
year in Florence, Italy, studying
at an art school affiliated with
the University.
I'll be honest. The real reason
I chose to study abroad was
becuase I wasn't happy here.

In fact, ask any of my friends
and they'll tell you I am still no
Falcon fanatic.
But through all my experiences, both on campus and off, I
have started to understand who I
am and have a pretty clear glance
into my future.
And without a BGSU education or the people I have met
here, those things wouldn't have
been possible.
I'm not saying everyone
shared my same experiences,

SPORTS

Program aids students

Avoid a trip to "Jersey Shore"

Grunden competes in tournament

The Upward Bound program helps

Pulse editor Matt Liasse believes that "Jersey Shore"

Women's golf team member Susy Grunden will compete in

low-income, first-generation college stu-

is presenting a poor image of young people, and

the United States Women's Amateur Golf Championship

dents get a head start at the University.

that its massive popularity is dumbing down the

in Charlotte, N.C. next week, a reward for her relentless

See photos | P«g* 8

population thanles to crazy cast antics | Pag* 4

drive in her game | P»g« 6

k

or saw the University the way I
did. 1 am saying those leaving
with the best memories are the
students who took advantage
of the resources around them
and really jumped into a college
experience. I encourage you to
do the same.
Surprisinglyenough, tomyself
and my friends, I will return
to campus for Homecoming.
Look for me in the BG News
Alumni tent.
I'll see you then.

PEOPLE ON THE STREET
How will you relish your final weeks of summer
vacation?

M.

KEVIN PENCE
Senior. VQ
"Enjoying time with my boss. Kim
Fleshman." | P»gt 2

VISIT BGVIEWS.COM: NEWS, SPORTS, UPDATES, MULTIMEDIA AND FORUMS FOR YOUR EVERYDAY LIFE
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How will you relish your final weeks of summer vacation?
"Drunk and floating
on a raft in a pool"

"Spend time with
my friends, listen to
musk"

"Go home and do

"Work as many

nothing"

hours as I can.

GREGGOMACH.

DONOVAN PACE.

JENNY WARRICK,

Senior,
Middle Childhood Ed.

Senior.

Senior,

Sophomore,

MIS

Conrruiications

Marketing

BLOTTER

JOB
was arrested on two counts of
assault on the corner of S. Prospect
and E. Wooster streets.

1243 A.M.
Complainant repotted their 2000
BNV gray motorcycle was stolen
from their residence within the 1400
block of Briarwood Drive.

11:56 A.M.
Complainant within the 200 block
of E Reed Ave. reported two of
her bicycles were stolen two and
a half weeks ago. One bicycle is a
red men's Schwinn valued at $25.
the other a mountain green and
black Schwinn with a light and
silver basket attached, valued at
$500

5:14 P.M.
Joseph Moreland. 18. of Toledo, was
cited for discharging fireworks and
Damon Jones, 31. of Toledo, was
arrested on an active warrant from
Perrysburg Township within the 200
block of S. Mercer Road.

2:58 P.M.
Complainant within the 100 block
of N. Main St. reported the right
rear tire of their vehicle was slashed,
causing an estimated $70 in damage

9 04 P.M.
Complainant within the 1000
block of N. Grove St. reported an
unknown subject through an object
through their rear window, causing
an estimated $400 m damages.
11:37 P.M.
Coe Mckinley. 20. and Charles
Sheets, 20. both of Bowling Green,
•eceived civil citations for nuisance
party regulations within the 200
block of E. Merry Ave. Claire
Stemen. 20. of Perrysburg. was cited
for underage possession of alcohol.

SAT., JULY 31
12:26 A.M.
Adam Steyer. of Toledo, was cited
for possession of marijuana less than
100 grams.
103 A.M.
Eric Jordan. 19. of Bowling
Green, was cited for open container and underage possession
of alcohol within the 100 N.
Prospect St.
1:14 AM.
Tirosh Person. 20. of Toledo, was
arrested for assault within the 100
block of N. Mam St.
2:14 A.M.
Devontae Kmght. 19. of Sandusky.
Ohio, was cited for disorderly
conduct for fighting within the 300
block of E. Wooster St.
2=41 A.M.
Tylor Edmon. 20. of Sandusky. Ohio,
was arrested for disorderly conduct
for fighting and obstructing official
business within the 100 block of N
Mam St.
2:46 A.M.
Courtney Kruse of Pemberville,
Ohio, cited for willful wanton
operation, operating a vehicle while
intoxicated, prohibited blood alcohol
concentration and underage under
the influence in Lot 4a.
2:49 A.M.
Lee Walterreit II. 21, of Perrysburg.

ONE

From Page 1
using Ihlcdo as an example of a
community that implemented
similar equality legislation 12
years ago, with only one formal discrimination complaint
so far.
"A slew of complaints was
expected." /.anfardino said.
But, in a lot of ways, the passing of the ordinances would be
symbolic, or a recognition of
the same, shared protections."
ONE Bowling Green volunteers are currently going doorto-door in the community trying to educate people on the

3:01 P.M.
Complainant within the 1000 block
of Anna Lane reported his black
Magellan Roadmaster GPS. valued
at $90. was stolen from his vehicle
glove box

SUN., AUGUST 1
12:30 AM.
Veronica Guillen. 25. of Woodville.
Ohio, was cited for disorderly
conduct withm the 100 block of E.
Court St.
12:47 A.M.
Mallory Erbslcorn. 19. of Archbold.
Ohio, was cited for underage under
the influence and open container of
alcohol: Amanda Blom, 19. of West
Unity. Ohio, was cited for underage under the influence of alcohol;
and James Sherwood. 19. Garret
Leinmger. 19, and Adam Poulin. 20.
all of Bowling Green, were cited for
nuisance party within the 200 block
of Georgia Ave
12:09 A.M.
Ryan Mohn. 21. of Leipsic. Ohio,
was cited for possession of marijuana and drug paraphernalia and
Matthew Prater, 20. of Ottawa,
Ohio, was cited for underage under
the influence at the railroad tracks
on Pike Street.

k

ONLINE: Go to bgviewscom for the
complete blotter list

CORRECTION
POLICY
We want to correct all factual errors
If you think an error has been made,
call The BG News at 419-372-6966.

From Page 1

Marketing, as well as a
bachelor's degree in English,
Hudson-Nowak had previously worked for the Ford
Motor Company as an auditor
and later in product development, according to the BGSU
Monitor. She also worked in
Sweden under the company's
Volvo division.
Hudson-Nowak initially
did not expect to go into
business. She worked for a
few years before realizing
she needed "higher training"
to move forward in her job.
Her double-major in the field
of business came from the
desire to maintain a broad
focus for any career possibilities that would come her way.
"I think |my MBA| is a really
good foundation for a wellrounded business perspective," Hudson-Nowak said. "1
really see myself more as a
business generalist."
Whipple praised HudsonNowak's diverse education,
noting how unexpected it is
for an English undergrad to
go into business.
"She really understands the
importance of education as it
relates to being successful in
an occupation," Whipple said.
Because her new position
includes responsibility for all
of the auxiliaries in Student
Affairs, including Dining
Services, Residence Life, the
Student Union and the Ice
Arena, Dean of Students Jill
Carr cites Hudson-Nowak's
finance experience as a factor
in her hiring.
"We really need someone
that can work with those
parts of the University as we
face additional economic
challenges," Carr said.
Hudson-Nowak noted the
similarities between auditing and her new position,
mentioning how both involve
identifying problems in various departments and finding
solutions. Now, as part of a
department, she is responsible for putting the solutions
into place.
"That's what I'm really excited about, the opportunity
to be more actively involved
in finding ways to do things
better and doing them."
Hudson-Nowak is also

ordinances and encourage
ONE Bowling Green will also
people to vote.
be participating in this year's
And this fall, ONE Bowling campus fest, where they will
Green members will meet with be handing out information as
student organizations on cam- well as buttons and T-shirts.
pustogetmorestudentsinvolved
"Our motto is Bowling Green:
with the effort. Undergraduate fair and welcoming," Frey said.
Student Government will likely "We just want everyone to see
hold a voting drive by attempt- that Bowling Green is a loving
ing to get voting booths on community and encourage
campus and bringing the issue them to vote on November 2."
closer to students, said Cassy
Students and members of
Collier, USG Student Welfare the community are welcome to
Chairman.
volunteer for the ONE Bowling
"I hope to create awareness on Green campaign by visiting
campus," Collier said. "Unless it's the campaign offices located
a presidential election, students on the corner of Main and
don't really know. At least they Wooster streets, or by visiting
won't have to go far if we can get www.onebowlinggreen.org.
some voting booths on campus."

Housing Close to Campus
At Reasonable Prices
Efficiencies, One and
Two Bedroom Apartments

Available for Immediate Occupancy
We also have a large selection of
Houses and Apartments with
great locations and reasonably priced
for 2010-2011 school year.

by our office t,

pickuptlM
N«w UathtfSl

VISIT US AT
BGVIEWS.COM

Haw your own take on
today's People On The

REEMA ELWARDANY.
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Listings available online at: www.johnnewloverealestate.com
or at the renial office located at:
319 R. Wooster Street. Bowling fireen, OH
I IH ,ii< el Across From Taco Bell.

"That's what I'm
really excited about,
the opportunity to
be more actively
involved in finding
ways to do things
better and doing
them."
Mel Hudson-Nowak | Associate
Vice Preisdent for Student Affairs

involved at the University as a
student Since Fall 2007, she has
takenaclasseveryfalland spring
semester. She took her first class
in the Higher Education PhD
program, but decided to hold
off to spend more time with her
family in Michigan.
Instead, she has been taking accounting classes in an
effort to sit for the Certified
Public Accountant exam. She
plans to take time off from
class to settle into her new
job, but she wants to resume
her education soon after.
"I don't ever remember a
time when learning something new wasn't kind of
like a new piece of candy,"
Hudson-Nowak said. "I've
got a colleague here at the
University who likes to say
I'm the poster child for a liberal arts education."
Hudson-Nowak's success
in her job and education can
be attributed in large part to
her ability to work with other
people. She credits her time
in Sweden as critical in her
understanding of diversity
and differing perspectives.
"At Ford, I learned the
importance of identifying alternatives," HudsonNowak said. "It's very rare
that there's only one way to
solve a problem."
Working in a management position, HudsonNowak maintains "an opendoor philosophy," noting
the importance of listening
to others.
"My team knows that if they
think I'm going in the wrong
direction... not only do 1 want,
but I expect them to provide
me with their thoughts so we
can make a good decision,"

Street? Or a suggestion lor
a question? Give us your
feedback al bgviewcom.

■ Parenthood is a leading cause
of school drop out among
teen girls — 30% of teen girls
cited pregnancy or parenthood as a reason for dropping
out of high school.
■ More than one-third of
unplanned pregnancies, 1.1
million, were to unmarried
women in their 20s. This
number accounted for nearly
half (590.000) of the 1.3 million abortions that year and
nearly one-third (412.000)
of the 1.3 million non-marital
births that year.
■ (Information gathered from

GRANT
From Page 1

support, and can be used by
states to combat violence
against pregnant women.
"We believe that women
should not have to choose
between having a child and
pursuing higher education,"
said Lynette Worthy, client service manager of the
Bowling Green Pregnancy
Center. "So part of women and
how far we've come ... is that
we should be able to choose to
have our children and choose
higher education, or choose to
have our children and choose
to work."
Worthy said if Ohio was
selected to get grant funding under the Pregnancy
Assistance Act, and then BG
in turn was able to get funding
through the state, BGPC would
primarily like to see expanded
housing and daycare services
provided to students.
With most of their clients
falling between 18 and 24 years
old, Worthy said many of these
women are just coming out of
high school and going into college. She said a full-time college student already has many
financial obligations, which
would be compounded with
daycare expenses. Freshmen
and sophomores are also
required to live on campus at
the University, but would not
be able to bring babies to live
in the dorms.
"Getting off campus-housing,
we've worked with a few girls to
do that, and it's almost impossible because of the amount of
rent and bills they have to pay,"
Worthy said.
Freshman Chanel Castro
said she did not think she
could take care of a child and
go to school without help if
she were in such a situation.
She said "a lot, a lot" of students at the high school she
attended in Napoleon had
children, and only some of
them stayed in school.
"It would help a lot of people,"
Castro said of the University
getting involved with the act.

The National Campaign To
Prevent Teen Pregnancy)

"IPeople should go to collegel
to get better jobs. I work full
time at a factory and I know I
don't want to stay there for the
rest of my life."
Feminists for Life of America
has offered assistance to
state offices in preparation
of grant applications, as well
as direct assistance to universities and colleges who
are awarded grants, said an
FFL press release. Feminists
for Life has moderated FFL
Pregnancy Resource Forums
at universities since 1997,
including Bowling Green State
University, to assess and relate
the needs of pregnant and
parenting students.
The HHS said in addition to
connecting families with needed support, programs through
the Pregnancy Assistance Fund
will ensure a focus on important
outcomes such as graduation
rates, maternal and child health
outcomes and parenting skills.
"When there are limited
resources, women's choices
are limited and we think that
if the bill could help mothers
care for their children better,
that would be a good thing,"
Worthy said.
The HHS began accepting
applications for the Pregnancy
Assistance Fund on July
2, and will continue accepting applications until Aug. 2,
2010. The HHS said it anticipates awarding up to 25 grants
in the amounts of $500,000 $2,000,000 per year.
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The BG News Submission Policy
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
are generally to be fewer than 300
words. These are usually in response
ro a current issue on the University's
campus or the Bowling Green area.
GUEST COLUMNS are generally
longer pieces between 400 and
700 words These are usually also in
response to a current issue on the
University's campus or the Bowling
Green area. Two submissions per
month maximum.

POLICIES: Letters to the Editor
and Guest Columns are printed
as space on the Opinion Page
permits. Additional Letters to the
Editor or Guest Columns may be
published online. Name, year and
phone number should be included
for verification purposes Personal
attacks, unverified information or
anonymous submissions will not be
pnnted.

E-MAIL SUBMISSIONS as an
attachment to thenewsJbgnews.
com with the subject line marked
"Letter to the Editor" or "Guest
Column" All submissions are subject to review and editing for length
and clarity before printing. The
editor may change the headknes to
submitted columns and letters at his
or he* discretion.
Opinion columns do not necessarily
reflect the view of The BG News

VILLAGE GREEN
APARTMENTS
• SPACIOUS APARTMENTS
• EXCELLENT LOCATIONS
• EXTRA AMENITIES
(Full for May. I and 2 BR only for August)

RENTAL OFFICE (419) 354-2260
Hours- Monday to Friday - 8:30 to 5:30 • Saturday - 8:30 to 5:00

For more information or to schedule a showing, please call the Rental Office. WE CAN HELP YOU!

■ ■■■_-. II II
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"Home away from Home"
FOR RENTAL INFORMATION
Call 419-354-3533 for specials on deposits and rent or visit villagegreen-bg.org
480 Lehman Avenue • Bowling Green, Ohio 43402

CITY
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Summer traditions continue at county fair
Despite poor weather
Tuesday, the Wood
County Fair still drew a
large crowd
Photos by Andrea Fehl
The BG News
CAPTIONS CLOCKWISE FROM LEFT
HORSE FEED: Janice Phillips, age
9. and Alexis Rock. o( North Baltimore,
Ohio, feed their horse Leos Arrowhead
before their show on Tuesday alter-

COOLING OFF: Tyler Foos. 10. Josh
McCauley. 10. and Nathan Brenner. 8.
raise their shirts to expose their stomachs to the cool (an breeze.
LASSO: Justin Gentry, age 10, of
Luckey. Ohio, practices his roping skills
before his barrels competition
GROOMSMAN: Hugh McCann of
Milan. Mich, grooms his horse. Trotin
Tyler, after their buggy race
SLIDE: Maci Reza. 5 ol Bowling
Green, races to the top of her favorite
ride at the fair.
TURKEY: April Mich..-!-, 15. of
Bowling Green, shows off ftei 50 pound
turkey.
BUNNY LOVE: Michael Sh
3. of Bowling Green watc'H-• the bunnies in their cages durir : the fair on
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THE PULSE JOINS SOCIAL NETWORKING

THE PULSE
WHILE WE'RE OUT...

The Pulse entertainment section can now be found on favorite social networking
websites. Readers can now become fans on Facebook at facebook.com/pages/ThePulse-The-BG-News or follow the pages' Tweets at twitter.com/ThePulseBGNews. It's
a great way to keep up with the Pulse until the paper returns move-in weekend.
Wednesday. August 4.2010 4

VOLUNTEER FOR BLACK SWAMP
Compiled by Matt Liasse | Pulse Editor

The Black Swamp Arts Festival will not be going on until September,
but right now people are still invited to volunteer their time with the
annual festival. The website offers people volunteer opportunities for
the many different positions, including the food venders. Plugging in
right away with the community before classes even begin can help
people feel connected with the town of Bowling Green. All of the
information can be found at blackswamparts.com.

In less than two weeks, campus will once again
be flooded with students racing from class to
class with heavy backpacks in tow and Starbucks
lattes providing caffeine

THE PORTAGE QUARRY
Take a break and lay in the sun. The Portage Quarry is
one of Bowling Green's only water spots. Packing up
a cooler with food and drink for a day by the water is
nothing less than perfection. Plus, a day at the quarry
will only cost you five dollars.

But until then, there is still plenty to accomplish
before you're back into the swing of lectures,
group projects and five-page papers.
It's time to make the most of what's left of the
summei break. Heres our list of what to do
before you're back in the classroom and we're
back on newsstands.

TUESDAY

The Quarry will be holding a celebration for diving
legends on the weekend of Aug. 13-15. The event will
honor many different legends who crafted the diving
sport and profession.

10

FITNESS
WOOD COUNTY FAIR
The Wood County Fair became the most exciting event happening in Bowling Green on Tuesday. Aug. 3, and it will be here until
Monday. Aug. 9.
The fair, held at the Wood County Fairgrounds on Poe Road, is
always full of food and fun for anyone looking to gain a few pounds.
The fair promises plenty of entertainment this week with such
events at karaoke, the BGSU juggling club, chainsaw demonstrations and appearances from Homer the Clown. Saturday night,
the fair will hold a concert from the country music legend Kenny
Rogers. For more information, go to woodcounty-fair.com.

Returning to campus in tip-top shape is very important to some people and the Bowling Green Parks and Recreation department offers
a complete list of fitness activities to make that "freshman 15 look
slender and lean. In addition to Pilates, yoga and cycling, there are
also classes that focus on "Total Body Toning" and "Guts and Butts.

FRIDAY

TRACTOR PULL
Another huge event for the town of Bowling Green is the 44th National Tractor Pulling
Championship, happening Aug. 20-22. The event is known as the largest outdoor truck
and tractor pull in the world and is put together by the Northwestern Ohio Tractor Pullers
Association, which, according to pulltown.com. is a 900-member club. More information
can be found on their website and by phone at 1-888-FUL-PULL

End the summer with a great bite
By Amanda MrGuiro Rzicznak
Food Columnist
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Put down those briefcases and
backpacks. Summer's not over
yet.
There are still plenty of culinary experiences to be had
before the work of fall begins.
Pack a Picnic
Picnics are the ideal meal
for leftovers and fresh produce.
Need to use a few eggs before
they expire? Hard boil them
and make an egg salad. Have
some leftover chicken from a
Saturday night barbecue? Hat
it cold while relaxing on a picnic blanket or shred it into a
chicken salad.
Raw vegetable salads are
perfect picnic companions.
Thinly slice red, gold and
gorgeously pink-and-white
striped Chioggia
beets.
Season them with salt, pep-

per, a dash of lemon juice
and some fresh herbs for a
sensational side dish.
Although coleslaw and potato salads are delicious picnic
sides, they're quite predictable.
Consider cucumber salads,
hummus and chips or a few
slices of cold frittata.
Once the picnic basket is
packed, it's time to choose a
scenic location. Some of my
favorite places arc the Simpson
Garden Park, Oak Openings
Preserve and the Portage
Quarry.
Go Fishing
Summer in northern Ohio
isn't the same without freshly
caught perch, walleye or crappie on the dinner menu.
While most deep-fry or pansear these lake fish, their mild
flavors are perfect for a healthier preparation.
Build a medium fire on a

charcoal grill. While the grill
is heating, lightly spray a few
large pieces of foil with Pam.
Then place four to five small
fillets or three large ones on
each piece of foil. Add a pat or
two of butter, salt and pepper,
wrap the foil packet and put it
on the grill. Cook for 8-10 minutes or until the meat flakes.
Remove fish from foil and
serve with homemade pesto
and lemon wedges.
Fair Food
The Wood County Fair
descends upon BowlingGreen
this week. Along with Kenny
Rogers, the Demolition Derby
and first place ribbons, the
fair promises elephant ears,
funnel cakes and pork-a-lean
sandwiches. But the best of
all fair food is fried cheese
curds. Lunch passes are available. Sec the ticket booth for
more information.

Avenged Sevenfold return after drummers death
ByZachGas*
Pulse Reporter

Losing a member of a band can
be devastating, and in many circumstances can lead to a group's
demise. When lames Sullivan
(better known as The Revl was
found dead on Dec. 28, 2009,
Avenged Sevenfold found themselves at a crossroads.
The heavy metal band could
have taken the route the legendary rockers of Led Zeppelin took
after the untimely death of their
star drummer and contributing songwriter, lohn Bonham,
and disband. Or they could pull
through and keep making music.
Sevenfold chose the latter and
about 8 months after The Rev's
death, they released their fifth
studio album, "Nightmare."
"Nightmare" is certainly a
somber and dark record, with
themes of death and despair
being prominent in nearly every
one of the album's II tracks. The
lead single and title track opens

the record with heavy guitars and
hard-hitting drums provided by
The Rev's stand in, Mike Portnoy
(of Dream Theater). The titletrack, along with "Welcome to
the Family," features a Metallicaesque, heavy metal sound that
will be loved by metal heads and
avid Guitar Hero fans.
"Nightmare" consists of several face-melting guitar solos
that are featured on a majority
of the album's tracks. The stellar
solo in "Danger Line" carries an
otherwise forgettable song. And
the opening tiffin "Buried Alive"
is one of the stand-out moments,
musically, of the album.
Lyrically, "Nightmare" is very
hit and miss. For every thoughtful and vulnerable lyric such
as, "Much has changed since
the last time, and I feel a little
less certain now," there are several lyrical duds. On "Danger
Line," lead singer M. Shadows
screams, "Nothing shocks you
like a bullet hole ... suffering
no man ever should know,"

which comes off sounding like
something written in an angsty
preteen's personal diary.
Shadows and company are
at their best on songs like "So
Far Away," which is softer, more
emotional, and one of the most
sincere songs on the album. The
quietest moment on the 60-plus
minute album is one of the most
interesting. The quiet acoustic guitar is a nice break from
the heavy distorted guitar and
screaming, and allows the band
to show their true feelings for
their fallen friend.
The following track, "God
Hates Us All," is a complete
change in direction however.
The soft guitar played in the
opening and ending of the song
is the only interesting aspect of
the track because the rest is, as
the opening lyrics say, a "total
nightmare." The heavy up-beat
guitars and screaming is loud
and without direction. The track
is easily the worst track on the
album, and the chuckle-worthy

lyrics almost seem satirical, with
lines like "Liar, rape, kill, love,
hate, fear."

See ATX | Page 5
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SUMMER
PLAYLISTS

The Grand Finale"

1. Bittersweet
Symphony
by The Verve
2. Say Goodbye
by Dave Matthews
Band
3. The Power of
Goodbye
by Madonna
4. Goodbye Yellow
Brick Road
by Elton John
5. If We Ever Meet
Again
by Timbaland f/ Katy
Perry
6. Somewhere Out
There
by Our Lady Peace
7. Going Away To
College
by blink 182
8. Swollen Summer
by The Bravery
9. We Are The
Champions
by Queen
10. Wish You Were
Here
by Incubus
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Jersey Shore' debuts strongly

THE BG NEWS SUDOKU

4

One of today's most watched television shows premieres with shallows morals, ridiculous castmates

MATTUASSE
PUISE EDITOR

The MTV television show
"lersey Shore" displays everything that is wrong with the
generation of today's collegeaged students.
It's one thing to show pride
in your Italian heritage (that
some of the cast members
don't seem to have). 1 have
no problem with fake tanning
and can even get on board
with going out every night
with people that seem to have
as much of a drinking problem as Lindsay l.ohan.
But the most annoying,
and what seems to be most
popular, aspect of this show
is the fact that all of the cast
members are so negative and
mind-numbingly stupid it's
ridiculous.
The show's second season
premiered with huge num-

bers. Over five million people
watched, making it the biggest season premiere MTV has
seen in seven years.
And what did we learn from
this week's installment?
Number one: When in a hot
tub, magical things happen.
Number two: When already
stressed or frustrated, alcohol
only multiplies that emotion.
Number three: Getting into
an argument in a taxi on the
way to a club is not practical.
Numberfour: I'akinga Jersey
accent is really unattractive.
Barely anything happened
during the premiere. We
watched the cast unpack and
drink. 1 can do that myself on
move-in weekend in a couple
weeks. 1 usually expect a little
more brain on my television set.
There were a number of
times when 1 literally cringed
at the show.
While getting ready for a
night of partying, 1 watched
in confusion when "the
Situation" asked a roommate
if it was the first time he was

wearing a shirt. When the
answer was yes, with a highfive, he said, "It's going to be
the last time, too." I didn't
know it was common for people to only wear clothes once. I
usually buy shirts for multiple
use, but that's just me.

"There were a
number of times
when I literally
cringed at the
show."
And when the guys of the
show referred to women at a
club as "grenades" and "land
mines," it was so disrespectful
that it made me want to take a
bomb to the whole show.

The ladies of the show
(classy as Ihey are in skintight dresses showing plenty
of leg and cleavage) were the
worst.

During a taxi ride to a club,
"Snooki" yelled at Angelina
that she was disgusting
because she was pale. In
a counterattack, Angelina
yelled that "Snooki" was too
tan. I thought, as a country,
that we were past arguing over
skin color. I thought hopefully with our president things
would change. Apparently not
in lersey.
This show holds no stimulating impact. Naming it
anything other than a guilty
pleasure would be ridiculous.
But even for fun viewing, this
show showcases all the shallow beliefs of conceited people,
"lersey Shore" should pack up
its wife-beaters and hair gels
and carry on it's merry way.
Hopefully the people watching this show realize that even
though the cast is making plenty of money now, they will just
be table-bussing recovering
alcoholics in five years time.
The viewing of this show had
me crying out, "Where, oh where
have the smart people gone?"
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MR. WEST IGNITES FACEBOOK.
TWITTER: After he backed away from
the spotlight for a while. Kanye West
climbed atop tables in the Facebook
offices Monday rapping Acapella new
songs off his new album. Footage of the
spectacle spread across the media. The
self-loving rapper also joined Twitter this
week, gaining 200.000 followers in his
first day.
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NEW MJ ALBUM PLANNED: A
first posthumous album from the King
of Pop featuring unreleased material, is
Janned for November. According to
is manager Frank DiLeo. more than
100 songs are believed to be in the
vault, including works with will.i.am, Akon
and Ne-Yo. The album is also expected
to include B-sides from Jackson's most
popular albums like "Bad" and "Thriller.'

CELEBS SAY 'I DO': Plenty of celebrities walked down the
aisle this weekend. Chelsea Clinton, daughter of former president
Bill Clinton, married her longtime boyfriend, Marc Mezinsky. on
Saturday. Rapper T.I. celebrated his new committment with wife
Temeka "Tiny" Cottle in a ceremony off the coast of Miami a day
after they traded vows in a courthouse. The couple had been
together for nine years. And finally. R&B artist Alicia Keys married
music producer Swizz Beatz over the weekend. The couple is also
expecting their first child together. The two celebrated in a private
ceremony on Sunday.

A7X

SNOOKI BURNED IN JERSEY:'
Nicole "Snooki" Polizzi from MTV's popular reality show 'Jersey Shore" has been
arrested in the town where the show is
filmed. According to Seaside Heights
Police Chief Thomas Boyd. Snooki was
arrested around 3:25 p.m. on Friday and
charged with disorderly conduct for alleged
public drunkenness. The arrest came a day
after the premiere of the show's second
season aired, which follows the real lives of
Italian-Americans in partying situations.
OFF-AGAIN FOR PALIN: Bristol Palin
and Levi Johnston, made famous during Sarah Palin's 2008 vice-presidency run,
have called off their engagement once
again. After planning to wed when Bristol
was pregnant with now 19-month-old Tripp,
the couple broke up spiraling a very public
feud between the two. Since then, the
couple has reconciled and announced an
engagement. The latest breakup comes
after news of Johnston's ex-girlfriend being
pregnant, but ex Briana Plum refutes reports
Johnston is the father.

ELLEN SAYS GOODBYE TO IDOL : Ellen DeGeneres
has announced that she will not be returning to "American Idol"
for its tenth season. DeGeneres said in a statement she told the
people at Fox she did not think it was the right fit for her. Her
departure comes while replacement for judge Simon Cowell is
still not confirmed. Even though "American Idol" is still the most
popular show on television, the program took a dip in ratings, as
24.2 million viewers watched Lee DeWyze compared to the 29
million who watched Kris Allen's win.
GAGA LEADS VMA NOMS: Lady
Gaga has been nominated for 13 awards
at this year's MTV Video Music Awards,
more than any one artist in the same
year in all of MTV history, including two
different videos ("Bad Romance and
"Telephone") up for Video of the Year.
Eminem is nominated for eight awards
while stars like Ke$ha. Jason Derulo.
Justin Bieber. Nicki Minaj and Broken
Bells have all been nominated for Best
New Artist. The show will be airing on
Sept. 12.

Preferred
Properties Co.

Portage
Quarry £
Recreation Club

From

4AMMW

"Come dive in crystal clear spring waters*

Parrots & Pirates Weekend

Find A Place To Call Home
www.preterredpropertiesco.com

MAKE YOUR HOME AT:

Friday: "Pirates of me
Caribbean" triology
playing on the 12x12
screen at dusk.

Haven House Manor
Fox Run Apts.
Piedmont Apts.
Updated Birchwood (small pet allowed)
Mini Mall Apts. (Downtown)
1 Bedroom & Efficiency Houses

Saturday: A salute to
Jimmy Buffett with guest:
Solo Again Tour of John
Briggle starting at 6pm

®0
FuRDty

ir<^nlnq Concert

OFFICE HOURS
Mon-Frl:8-4 30

Hours
Mon - Fri
9am - 8pm
Sat - Sun 7:30am -11:30pm

530 S Maple Si
419-352-9378

4193529203 • 12701 South Duie Hwy • Bowhng Green, OH 43402 • www.p0fta9equarty.com

Fall 2010 Leasing
Now Available!
Call now!

Luckily, the band bounces
back quickly with another standout track, "Victim." With one of
the best choruses on the record.
Shadows claims that "we are all
just victims of a crime."
I lie album's most emotional
and powerful track, which is also
the last song t he llev ever wrote, is
the climactic "fiction." The song
opens with an eerie rolling piano,
played by the Rev. The track also
features haunting vocals provided by the late-drummer which
almost sounds like he's speaking
to the group from his grave when
he sings, "1 hope you* find your
own way when I'm not with you."
The almost tear-jerking song
sounds like a dialogue between
the Rev and his band mates as
Shadows sings, "So tell everybody,
the ones who walked beside me,
I know you'll find your own way

when I'm not with you tonight."'
The album closes with tin
near ll-minute long epic "Save
Me." With stadium-sized sound
ing drums and heavily distorted
guitars, it ends the album on a
musical high. But as a conclusion
to a very dark album, it leaves the
listener with a sense of despaii
and hopelessness with lyrics like,
'Tonight we all die young.
While thereareafair amount ot
flaws on the record, "Nightmare
effectively puts the listener in tin
mind of the members of Avenged
Sevenfold, as they are dealing
with the tragic death of their
friend and bandmate.
"Nightmare" is definiteh
a must-listen for any metal oi
heavy rock fan. as it is already
considered by many to be one
of the group's finest offerings.
While there are certainly a hand
ful of records that music listen
ers not familiar with metal can
enjoy, much of the record may
not appeal to them.

HOUSES AVAILABLE for 2010-11
ALL HOUSES HAVE ONE YEAR LEASES

Available August 19, 2010
712 Second #BTwo bedrooms in each unit.
$600.00 per month plus utilities
Has dishwasher, C/A Limit 2
people Limit 2 cars.
Lease 8/19/10-8/6/11
725 Sixth St. •
Three bedrooms. S930 00 per
month plus utilities. Limit 3
people Limit 3 cars
Lease 8/19/10 -8/6/11

830 Scott Hamilton •
Three bed'ooms. 2 baths. $850 00
per month plus utilities Has A/C
Limit 5 people Limit 5 cars
Lease 8/19/10-8/6/11.
256 S. College #AThree bedrooms $740.00 per month
plus utilities Limit 4 people.
Limit 4 cars.
Lease 8/19/10-8/6/11.

Families with children welcome to apply for any rental i
1
Wehavemanyi
orvWtourn
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JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
RENTAL OFFICE 419-354-2260

Newlove Rentals
332 S. Main (our only office)
419-352-5620

www.newloverentals.com

• Apartments
• Houses
• Affordable Pricing
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SIDELINES

Browns fans
deserve a
winner sooner
or later
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PILE-UP: The effects of head injuries have become a serious concern m football as
of late. Several Falcon players were treated for concussions last season

Golf
Schneider to play in
U.S. Men's Amateur

Football officials hope

Recent BG gtad Matt
Schneider recently qualified

to determine how hits

for the U.S. Men's Amateur
Golf Championship, winch will
begin on Aug. 23. In his career

affect head health

at the University. Schneider
averaged 74.43 strokes per
round, and was twice named

By Zach Gas*

to the All-MAC Golf Team.

Reporter

Schneider won three tournaments as a Falcon

ONLINE
Become a BG News
Sports fan on
Facebook
The BG News sports section

FILE PHOTO

IMF BG NEWS

DOWN THE MIDDLE: Susy Grunden waiches l>er shot from the lee box last season Grunden
qualified for the US Women's Amateur Golf Championship, which is set to begin on Aug. 9.
Gf unden led the BG women's golf team last season with a 78.53 stioke average

has a Facebook fan page.
Log on to your Facebook and
search for "BG News Sports"
to become a fan and receive
instant BG sports news.
www.facebook.com

ONLINE
The BG News
Sports Blog
Be sure to log on to The BG
News Sports Blog for continued news and updates on
your favorite Falcon teams.
www.bqnewssports.com

ONLINE
The BG News
Sports Twitter
The BG News sports section
has a Twitter feed. Be sure
to log on while your favorite
team is playing. We may have
in-game updates.
www.twitter.com/bgntwssports

Today in
Sports History
1982—Joel Youngblood
records a hit with two different MLB teams in the same
day.
1984—Carl Lewis won a
gold medal in the 100-meter
dash at the LA Olympics.

The List
Now that the MLB trade
deadline has passed, we take
a look at the five teams that
made the biggest splash on
the trade market.

1. Philadelphia: The
Phillies bolstered an already
impressive pitching rotation
by acquiring Houston's Roy
Oswalt.

2. NY Yankees: As
always, the Yankees targeted several big names, and
traded for Kerry Wood. Austin
Kearns and Lance Berkman.

3. San Diego: The
Padres are making a run for
the postseason, and managed
to bring in Baltimore's Miguel
Tejada and Arizona's Ryan
Ludwick.
4. Atlanta: The Braves
have been stellar this season.
They added depth by acquiring
veterans Kyle Famsworth and
RidtAnkiel

5. Los Angeles: The
Dodgers brought in a handful
of new players, including Ted
Lilly and Ryan Theriot
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Persistence pays off
for Falcon golfer
By Bobby Widdle
Reporter

To a golfer like Susy Grunden,
winning is great but not necessarily everything. Giving up,
however, is out of the question.
"I come from a family of eight,"
Grunden said. "Every single one
of us hate losing, love to win and
will work until we reach success."
The Krum. Texas native attributes her "never-give-up" mentality to her upbringing. Ricky
Grunden, Susy's father, said her
discipline in the game is something that came naturally with
the value of strong character.
"Our focus has never been on
being competitive for the sake
of winning," Ricky Grunden said.
"Our focus has always been on
the character of the individual
and not compromising."
This persistent spirit has
kept the sophomore golfer busy
over the summer. She followed
a record-breaking freshman
season by participating in several summer tournaments. Now,
Grunden is going to the United
States Women's Amateur Golf
Championship in Charlotte, N.C.
from Aug. 9-15.
Grunden shot a 75 in the qualifying sectional in Houston on
July 19, allowing her to tie for
third place. After qualifying,
Grunden is looking forward to
the Championship's challenge at
the Charlotte Country Club.
"I've been qualified for two
weeks now, so I'm more over
the excitement and ready to go
play," Grunden said. "This time
last year, I never thought I would
have the chance to qualify for it."
Women's golf coach Stephanie
Young said it was exciting to sec
Grunden's dedication to the
game pay off, giving her a national spotlight for her talent.
"She's going down there with
a mission, a purpose and a
plan." Young said. "I think she
can be very, very successful
down there and it's certainly
going to be a great experience,
no matter what."
The golf experience will
involve a 6,560 yard course with
156 players, with two 18-hole
rounds of stroke-based qualifying medal play. Sixty-four players will qualify for a six-round,
single-elimination hole-based
match play.
Grunden believes the best
64 players are going to shoot
75 or better in the qualifying
rounds. She said making the
cut will increase her confidence,
because she has maintained a
consistency of roughly 72-75 for
the summer.
Training has been a crucial factor to Grunden's success. Having
participated in tournaments for
six years, she practices with a
swing coach, Chris Como. While
she practices her short game frequently, she said the especially
long Charlotte course makes it
important to work on her dis-

tance. She intensified her training to prepare for the July 19
qualifier, spending 5 hours daily
on the golf course practicing her
fundamentals.
Grunden's suing coach is confident in her ability to succeed
under pressure.
"I've seen situations where
people get frustrated, and Susy
instead gets more determined,"
Como said.
Keepinghermentalgame sharp
has been crucial to her success,
especially in the qualifier, also
boasting a long course.
"I like to go into tournaments
well prepared, so then I can just
relax and play during competition," Grunden said.
Her fattier, whom Susy calls her
"mental coach" and will caddy for
her at the tournament, places
great importance on keeping a
level head on the course.
"At the end of the day, my expectation is that she plays her game,
relaxes and just enjoys it," Ricky
Grunden said.
It is likely Grunden will do just
that, as she is already expressing excitement to play with the
Falcon golf team at the beginning of the year, and said that
the team will start to be seen as a
competitor in every tournament.
"I know my confidence will be
very high after coming off such a
good summer," Grunden said. "I
believe this because of the hard
work that everybody is making to improve their game and
the new freshmen that we have
coming in."
Grunden believes her team
experience as a Falcon has
changed her game for the better. Grunden mentioned this is
the first time she has played on
a team and credited much of
the team's chemistry to coach
Young's guidance.
"After coming back home and
talking to all my friends about
their freshman year experience and their team chemistry
I believe that I am on the best
team possible." Grunden said. "
... It will help prepare me for
North Carolina because of all the
support I have coming from my
teammates and coach."
Ricky Grunden also believes
the team atmosphere has helped
his daughter. He said the team is
"really engaged," and that after
she returned home for summer, her already high work ethic
reached new heights.
Trnintenselyproudofherandher
team,'' Ricky Grunden said. "We're
thrilled to be representing BGSU in
the U.S. Women's Amateur."
Both her Texas and Bowling
Green coaches are proud as well,
and expressed confidence in
Grunden's playing style.
"Her qualifying is just one
small step in reaching her overall
potential as a golfer," Como said.
"It's just another event, all
things considered," Young said.
"She just plays the same way she
always does."

The NFL has started to take
a closer look at head injuries
in response to the research
that has shown severe longterm effects in football players who have had head injuries in their playing careers.
Recently, NFL commissioner Roger Goodell has
taken new steps in making the risks of head injuries and information on the
matter more accessible to
the players of the NFL. In
response to the meeting
he had with Congress last
October, Goodell has made
it a requirement that players
with head injuries must get
permission from independent doctors (in addition
to team physicians) before
returning to the field.
Goodell also unveiled a
new poster last week that
will be required to be displayed in the locker rooms
of each NFL team. This is a
step to further educate players on the seriousness of
head injuries, said Dr. Thorn
Mayer, the NFL Players
Association's medical chief,
who also helped create the
wording on the poster.
Last month Cincinnati
Bengals wide receiver
Chris Henry, who died last
December after falling out
of a moving pickup truck,
was discovered to be suffering from symptoms of CTE,
including mental instability,
before the time of his death,
West Virginia University
researchers said after analyzing Henry's brain.
Henry, who was 26 when
he died, never suffered a
concussion during his time
at WVU or during his fouryear NFL career.
The BGSU athletic training staff takes head injuries
extremely seriously, and
players with head injuries
are taken through a process
before returning to the field,
said Doug Bocrsma, director of sports medicine at
Bowling Green.
Boersma, who is starting
his eighth season with the

Falcons football program,
said he sees between five and
eight head injuries a year.
If Boersma or any of the
training staff suspects a
head injury in a player, they
will ask a player cognitive
questions or ask a player to
recite numbers or letters to
see bow serious the injury
is, Boersma said. If there is
suspicion of head trauma,
the player will be sent to the
team physician.
A player recovering from
a substantial head injury
will be slowly worked back
onto the field, Boersma said.
First the player will run on a
treadmill or ride a stationary bike to stress the player
in a safe environment. Then
the player will work on the
field with the trainers before
returning with the team,
Boersma said.
While big changes in
the NFL are being made to
further educate players on
the potential severity of the
long-term effects of head
injuries. Boersma isn't completely convinced.
"Just because you've had
a concussion, doesn't mean
that (when a player is) 45 or
50, he's not going to remember anything," Boersma said.
"I don't think that correlates
that closely."
Dr. Ann McK.ee, a Boston
University
neurological
researcher, analyzed dozens of brains of former high
school, college, and professional football players.
In each of the brains she
looked at, she found a protein called tau.
The tau protein, commonly found in Alzheimer
patients, indicates a debilitatingdisease called chronic
traumatic encephalopathy.
Symptoms of CTE include
paranoia, memory loss and
depression forpeopleintheir
40s and 50s, McKee said in a
study published Aug. 7,2009
in Science Magazine.
For years, CTE was a disease commonly diagnosed
in boxers, but McKee said
See FOOTBALL | Page 7

LeBron takes out ad
to thank home town
By Mcgh.in B.irr
The Associated Press

CLEVELAND - LeBron
James has extended an
olive branch to his Ohio
hometown in the form of
a full-page newspaper ad,
days before making his
first public appearance in
Akron since leaving for the
Miami Heat,
"Akron is my home, and
the central focus of my life,"
James wrote in Tuesday's
Akron Beacon Journal. "It's
where I started, and it's
where I will always come
back to."
Conspicuously absent
from the ad is any mention
of Cleveland, home of the
Cavaliers, the team that
James famously dumped
in a much-maligned ESPN
television special last
month. The ad features
photographs of James at
his annual charity bikea-thon, where he hands
out hundreds of bicycles

"Akron is my home,
and the central

I am not a Cleveland Browns
fan, but I certainly empathize
with the team's faithful.
Being a Pittsburgh Steelers
fan in northern Ohio is like
wearing a Miley Cyrus T-shirt
to a Metallica concert. If you're
going to do it. you either have
to hide it or be a very, very
large individual.
I'm no bodybuilder, but I do
think there is something to be
said for fans that wear their
loyalty on their sleeve. NFL
fans often have a propensity
for unquestioned loyalty, and
Browns fans are no different. In
fact, 1 think Browns fans might
be the most loyal of the bunch.
Anyone who tuned in to
"the Decision" last month was
sure to have felt bombarded by
references to "the Drive" and
"the Fumble" — two infamous
plays that devastated the city
of Cleveland, and still haunt its
loyal fan base. In a span just
over a year, John Elway and the
Denver Broncos etched their
place in the disheartening history of Browns football — twice.
Since those fateful games,
the Browns have been mostly
dismal on the field. After being
shipped away to Baltimore
for three seasons, the Browns
returned, only to be one of the
perennial bottom-feeders in
the AFC.
Call me sensitive, but I'm
finally starting to feel for the
NFL's most prominent hardluck cases.
Yes, Browns fans have had
their shameful moments.
Throwing bottles onto the field
of play and celebrating their
starting quarterback's injury
are certainly unbecoming.
Considering all that Browns
fans have been through, things
could have been worse.
The Browns are coming off
an abysmal season. Amid yet
another quarterback controversy, the team fielded the worst
passing offense in the league,
and its defense wasn't much
better. Fans were once again
forced to witness a season of
futility and disparagement.
Browns fansthis summer, likeso many before, remain characteristically hopeful. But this
summer is different. The hope
might actually be warranted.
Following last season's debacle, owner Randy Lerner gutted
his front office and replaced his
personnel decision-makers with
proven winners. Lerner hired
former Seattle Seahawks coach
Mike Holmgren to fill the role
of team president. Holmgren's
NFL track record is impeccable,
and history indicates Holmgren
could very well turn things
around in Cleveland.
Since last season, the Browns
have traded away a plethora
of talented players, signed and
traded for very capable role
players and amassed enough
draft picks to make a huge difference in the coming seasons.
During the NFL Draft, the
See BROWNS | Page 7

focus of my life...
It's where I started,
and it's where I will
always come back to."
LeBron James

and joins a mile-long ride
through downtown Akron.
Despite speculation that
James might skip the event,
he said he plans to show up
on Saturday.
The traditional eight-mile
trek that follows the tide
has been canceled this year.
"It was here where I first
learned how to play basketball, and where I met the
people who would become
my lifelong friends and
See LEBRON | Page 7

FOOTBALL
BRIEF
BG picked to finish
fourth in MAC East
The preseason MAC football polls were
announced Friday, July 30, at MAC media
day. The Falcons were pkked to finish
fourth in the MAC East by the league's
media contingent. Temple received 75
percent of the media's first-place votes,
and is the favorite to win the MAC East
this season.
Last year. BG was picked to finish fifth
in the division, but exceeded expectations
The Fakons recorded a 6-2 conference
record, finished third in the MAC East and
suffered a heart-breaking loss to Idaho in
the 2009 Roady's Humanitarian Bowl
The Fakons will begin the 2010
season on Sept. 4 as they take on the Troy
Trojans in Troy. Ala.

SPORTS
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NFL great Emmitt Smith BROWNS
From Page 6

inducted to Hall of Fame
By Jaime Aron
The Associated Press
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OVER THE TOP: Studies have shown that major collisions on the football field can lead to CTE. which can create long-ieim health issues
for many football players 8G graduate Chris Bullock was treated for three concussions while playing for the Falcons as a runmngback

FOOTBALL
From
thai in recent years CTE has
been found more commonly in
former football players.
A study led by Kevin
Guskiewicz, a neuroscientist and
research director of the Center for
the Study of Retired Athletes at
the University of North Carolina
Chapel Hill, discovered that
athletes who have suffered multiple concussions in their playing
careers werefivetimesmorelikely
to have symptoms of mild cognitive impairment (which can lead
to Alzheimer's) than players who
did not suffer concussions. Also
players who suffered concussions
are more likely to be diagnosed
with depression according to
Guskiewicz's study.
I'ormer Bowling Green runningback Chris Bullock suf-

fered three concussions during
his football career. He said that
despite the studies showing longterm problems of players with
similar head trauma history, he is
not concerned about them.
The 2009 graduate said he has
not experienced any symptoms
of CTE. nor has he had complications from his injuries since
receiving them. He said he did
experience some temporary
memory loss, but it only lasted
a couple of hours after suffering
from t he concussions.
The training staff and Strength
and conditioning have emphasized the Importance of athletes
building a strong core and neck
muscles, which can help prevent
head injuries. Boersma said.
"It is my opinion that a strong
neck and upper-body is going
to help you take on that force,"
Boersma said. "If you take a headto-head collision, you're able to

btace yourself more securely."
I lelmets are designed lo protect
the exterior of the head and prevents skull fractures and superficial head wounds. McKee said.
But concussions happen when
the brain bangs against the inside
of a person's skull, which helmets
cannot protect players against.
The constant "head busting"
that occurs throughout football
games (especially with offensive
and defensive linemen] can have
lifelong repercussions said McKee.
According to a study by the NFL,
former Nl-'l. athletes over the age
of 50 are five limes more likely
to suffer from a memory-related
disease.
While Congress has pushed for
the NIL to find ways to make
football a safer game for athletes,
Bullock doesn't think any changes should be made."|lt's a| physica I game," he said." I Players I must
lx' tough."

Santana injured on collision at home plate
Cleveland Indians rookie catcher carted off field with left leg in air cast
BOSTON (AP) — Cleveland
Indians
catcher
Carlos
Santana was carted off the
field on a stretcher with his
left leg in an air cast after
blocking home plate for an
out in the seventh inning of
Monday night's game with the
Boston Red Sox.
Pinch-hitter Daniel Nava singled to right and Shin-Soo Choo
fired astrike to the plate. Santana
made the catch, then blocked the
plate with his leg as Ryan Kalish
came in sliding hard.
Santana remained on his
stomach in obvious pain as

most of the Indians players on
the field huddled around him.
Television replays showed his
left leg buckled.
He was seated before being
helped onto a stretcher and
off the field. The crowd gave
him a nice ovation as he was
taken off.
"He tested well with the
trainers," manager Manny
Acta said after the game. "They
feel he doesn't have any serious damage with his ACL or
MCL. He's leaving tomorrow
for Cleveland to gel an MM."
Santana never left the ball-

park and was in the trainer's
room after the game, but was
unavailable to the media.
He was acquired from the
Los Angeles Dodgers in July
2008 and started the season
at Triple-A Columbus where
he batted .311) with 13 homers and 51 RBIs before being
recalled lune 11.
In 4(> games with the
Indians, he hit .260 with six
homers and 22 RBIs.
The game was delayed for 12
minutes.
"He made a great play," outfielder Shelley Duncan said.

Browns defense determined to be better
Vastly altered roster looks to improve behind core of heady vets
By Rutty Millar
The Associated Press

BEREA. Ohio — A year after
the Cleveland Browns won
just five times, the defense
has had enough.
Linebacker David Bowcns
says the 2010 Browns won't
find a way to lose like they

did so often in a 5-11 season a
year ago.
With plenty of new players, a
lot of depth at linebacker and a
solid mix of veterans and talented youngsters, the Browns feel
as if they've turned a corner.
Shaun Rogers anchors the
front wall, with newcomers Matt Roth, Scott I'ujiia

and Chris Gocong, along
with D'Qwell Jackson filling
spots at linebacker. The secondary appears solid and
relatively deep.
Defensive coordinator Rob
Ryan has lots of options, and
has been masterminding sets
and plays lo gel his best playmakers on the field.

IRVING, Texas — The story
is true. As a rookie, Emmitt
Smith really did (ell Michael
Irvin that he was going lo
become the NFL's all-time
leading rusher.
But let the record also show
that Smith was setting a goal,
not makinga prediction.
"The conversation started
with Michael asking me, 'What
did I want to do in this league?"'
Smith recalled.
Smith always liked a good
challenge.
Told he was too small and
too slow all the way back in
high school, all he did was set
national records. Then he went
to the University of Florida —
as a backup. His first start came
on the road against a ranked
Alabama team and all he did
was set the school's singlegame rushing record.
His lack of size and speed
was supposed to catch up to
him in the NFL, or at least keep
him from dominating. That's
why 16 players were chosen
before him in the 1990 draft
When the Dallas Cowboys took
him, they weren't sure he was
the perfect complement to Troy
Aikman and Irvin; they just
hoped so because t he defensive
guy they really wauled already
was taken.
The 5-foot-9 Smith indeed
was the perfect fit. And his
desire, drive and durability
turned him into the most productive running back in NIT.
history.
On Saturday night. Smith
will do the only things left in his
career: slip on the gold blazer
and unveil the bust signifying
his spot in the Pro Football I lall
of Fame,
His speech is already written
and it's big on thank yous to the
people who've meant the most
in his life and his career. As
much as others helped shape
him, Smith lakes great pride
in having made the most of his
abilities and his circumstances.
"I was motivated by one thing
and one thing only: winning
games," Smith said. "I wanted
to win. And I wanted to win
very bad."
Calling Smith the most productive running back is nol the
same as calling him the greatest. He certainly belongs in thai
conversalion, too.
But think about the difference between those distinctions. Would you rather have a
dazzler or a producer?
Although he didn't bulldoze
like Earl Campbell, blaze like
Eric Dickerson or leave defenders grasping air like Barry
Sanders, Smith churned out
the most career yards rushing
(18,355) and most touchdowns
rushing (1641.
Yes, he also had the most carries (4,409), but longevity is a
badge of honor in the NFL, especially for a guy defenses spent
all week plotting to crunch the
20 to 25 times per game he had
the ball. Smith made it through
15 seasons (13 in Dallas, two in
Arizona), plus another 17 post-

"I don't remember a
practice that he ever
missed because of flu
or sickness."
Jerry Jones | Cowboys owner

season games, lie missed only
a few games because of injury
during his prime years.
"I don't remember a practice
thai he ever missed because ol
flu or sickness," said Cowboys
owner |erry Jones, who will
present Smith lor induction.
Smith won four rushing lilies,
matching Sanders, Dickerson
and O.l. Simpson lor the most
during the Super Bowl era. And
thai's not even the impressive
part. Smith was the first rush

ing champion to win a Supei
Bowl the same season, and he
did il three limes.
He was the first NFL MVP
from the Cowboys and is still
Ihe only one. I le also won the
Super Bowl MVP thai season
That sweep has been done
before and since, bin he's the
only non-quarterback to do it.
At the risk of getting too
stat-oriented, there are a few
more that help put his careei

in perspective,
Smith gained at least 100
yards in 71) games. Thai's
nearly five lull seasons'
worth. I He had sewn more
in the postseason.)
He had 11 seasons of at least
1.000 yards, one more than
Waller Payton, Sanders or

Curtis Martin, and they were all
in a row. Smith also came within 63 yards the seasons before
and after the streak. He was
within 63 yards again in his last
season, which brings up one
last astound ing feat: rushing for
5,789 yards after turning 30.
" 1 le u nderstood our blocking
schemes and he knew what
he could do and couldn't do,"
said Nate Newton, his longtime left guard.
When it conies to individual achievement plus team
success, only Jerry Rice compares. Fittingly. Ill's also being
enshrined this weekend.
Just as Rice was fortunate
to catch passes from loe
Montana and Steve Young in
an offense designed by Bill
Walsh. Smith was fortunate
to play in an offense featuring a powerful line, a ramming
fullback in Daryl lohnston and
the Aiknian-lrvin tandem that
kept defenses from loading up
against the run or made them
pay when they did.
Smith, Aikman and Irvin
were dubbed "Ihe Triplets" by
coach Barry Swit/.er. I he name
stuck, mainly because of how
they embraced it. Each was a
star in his own right, yet togeth
er they were even heller, lifting
the Dallas Cowboys to three
Super Bowls titles in four seasons (1992-95). while reaching
"only" the NIC championship
in their down year.
Smith's induction reunites
them as Hall of Earners, too:
Aikman and Irvin will he in
Canton, Ohio, for the ceremony,

Browns selected several kej
pieces, including outstand
ing Florida cornerback loe
lladen and former Texas
siar Coll McCoy, who mam
believe could be an excep
tional NIL quarterback.
The Browns made big
moves, which is exactly what
tans needed to see
The Browns could bebetti
ibis year, and more impoi
laiuh for fans, the team is
sei up to drastically improve
in coming years. I hi years ol
futility could very well
to an end in the near luiim
Browns fans deserve at lea<
ih,ii much.
While I will continue lo
root for my life-long favoi
ite Sieelers. I'll be kci pin]
ilosc eye on the Bro« i \ this
season. The city of Cle\
deserves a winner. I mighi
even pull for the undi
Browns this year, as loi
they lose a couple games w
Ihe Sieelers.

LEBRON
From I
mentors," lames wrote in the
ad, "Their guidai
i nrouragemeni and support will
always be with mi
I he ad appe i t two
days afer former I . • play
er Zydrunas llgauskii took
out a similai ad in I he Plain
Dealer to thank i leveland
fans for their suppoi I
eran who played backup to
Shaquille O'Neal last
llgauskas quickly followed
his friend James to the Heal
in July, in search ol Ins first
championship ring.
Emotions are still running
high among Clevel nil fans
who fell betrayed bj lames,
who was revered as i he
King" in this ciu for years.
After lames tied to Miami
to join Dwyane Wade and
Chris Bosh. Cavs owner
Dan Gilbert sent oil a sculling letter to Cleveland fans
vow nig to w iii a title In fore
lames does.
In sporting goods
anti-lames T-shirts have
become popular, including
one thai says "We \re \ll
Quitnesses." That's ,i bittei
nod to a gigantic downtown
mural — since taken down
— that featured lames with
his arms outstretched aftei
tossing powder into the ,iii
under the heading: "We \re
All Witnesses."
And lasi week, a baseball
fan wearing a Miami Heal
jersey with lames' name
on u was escorted OUI ol a
I'leveland Indians game aftei
he was pelted with beer and
peanuts by angry spectators.

Do you want

to see
blogs. archives,
polls and
more stories?
check us out online:
www.bgviews.com

O'Neal expects to play again in the NBA; will only
play for a team with ability to compete for title
By Antonio Gonzalex

"We're going to have a big party. We're going
to have a ceremony and the next thing I'll be

The Associated Press

ORLANDO — ShaquilleO'Neal
believes he will be playing in
the NBA next season, though
the four-time champion says
he will retire if a contending
team doesn't make him an
offer. Playing internationally
is not an option.
O'Neal said Tuesday that
if the time has come for
him to retire, he will do so
"very graciously" and "have
a big party."
"I know 1 will play in the
NBA next season," O'Neal
said. "International? No.
The good thing about me
and my career is I came in,
did it my way. did more than
expected. For every athlete

waiting for is the entrance into the place where
your name will never be forgotten."
Shaquille O'Neal

or every great person, there's
a time when it has to end.
When and if il ever ends il
will be very graciously.
"We're going to have a big
party. We're going to have
a ceremony and the next
thing I'll be waiting for is
the entrance into the place
where your name will never
be forgotten."
The 38-year-old O'Neal spent
last season with the Cleveland
Cavaliers. He won three NBA

• Apartments & Houses 1
• Many places close to campus 1
• Affordable Pricing

titles with the Los Angeles
Lakers and another with the
Miami Heat.
But he has struggled to find
a contract on a leant ih.it can
guarantee him playing time,
enough money and a chance
for one more championship to
add to his legacy.
He all but ruled out joining
LeBron James in Miami or a
return to Orlando, where he
began his career in 1992, with
both teams nol showing much

2 & 3 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
AND TOWNHOUSES

interest. And he admitted this
offseason has been particu
larly difficult floating around
in free agency.
"For me, it's been a real thinking process," O'Neal said. "I
came into the league very graciously and want to go out very
graciously. My main thought
was I would like to play for
a winning franchise, somebody that's used to winning,
somebody that keeps winning.
Hopefully. I'll make my decision here in the next one or
two days."
O'Neal was in Orlando with
teen pop star lustin Bieber
to promote the basketball
giant's television show, "Shaq
Vs." The second season of the
reality competition was set
to begin airing Tuesday night
on ABC.

COLUMBIA COURT APARTMENTS
HEINZ APARTMENTS
CAMPBELL HILL TOWNHOUSES

ASK ABOUT OUR 3-5 BEDROOM HOUSES
1-2 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
IADUATE EFFICIENCY /1BEDIOOM
Si** lift. lUxy! c^EENBRIAR, INC. 14191352-8717
445 E.WOOSTER • BOWLING GREEN • OHIO • 41403

www.greenbriarrentals.com

Newlove
Rentals
332 S. Main (our only office)
419-352-5620
www.newloverentals.com

f
,

Stop by for a list of our
leasings for Fall 2010!
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TOP RIGHT: Bra Turner. 15, vacuums a
hallway

McDonald Residence Hall Upward

HI

The Daily Crossword Fix

Bound Program participants cleaned McDonald
hall in preparation for move-in and sorted donations in '.lip Harsnman Community room in con■ Centennial Service Challertje
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BOTTOM: BGSU Upward Bound Program
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1 Band booster
2 Distress
3 Colonies with tunnels
4 Brainchild
5 Supercell product
6 Is too sweet
7 Emblem of Ireland
8 Book before Nehemiah
9 Uh-uh, in Ufa •
10 Ring competitor
11 One of 17 Monopoly
properties
12 Blustered
41
13 Great times
18 Type of screen, briefly 43
21 Frozen drink brand
22 Tijuana's region
23 Lingerie size
27 Skeptical comment
28 Direct
29 Not much
30 Underwater directors
33 "Just the Way You
Are" singer
34 Stationery shade
35 Grumpy
39 Popular fund raiser
40 Central Utah city
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dential learning community that emphasizes an
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intensive college preparatory course of study
and offers a simulated college experience, incor
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poratmg career orientation academic advising,
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two small learning academies and socio-cultutal
enrichment programming
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1 Watch for
6 "Big Brother" host Julie
10Zmger
14 Extremely, in slang
15 Likely to loaf
16 Like zero
17 "M" star
19 Princess who battled Callisto
20 Ones wearing designer hospital
gowns?
22 Petting zoo sound
24 Some quick pitches
25 Salad oil pourer
26 Pungent
28 Out of the woods
31 Recipients of authors' gratitude,
briefly
32 Massive marina protectors?
36 Basilica section
37 Three-time Clooney title role
38 Slender wind
42 Plaza with many levels?

■

Full/pad time nanny needed lor 3
children - ages inlant lo seven.
Call Kelly at 419-872-3683
or e-mail: rindlerkm@yahoo.com

iftyln wniil
11-..ill\ pra

1 BR apt ideal for grad students,
and 2BR w/garage, all avail NOW!
Close to campus, call 419-352-5414

Looking tor a job lor the upcoming
school year? Interested in a job that
works with your school schedule9
The University Libraries is now hiring
work study students tor various
positions To apply, visit
any of the service desks at the
William T Jerome Library or visit:

Help Wanted
iBARTENOING1 up to S300/day No
exp necessary Training provided
Call 800-965-6520 ext 174
Childcare needed in Perrysburg
home Three boys, ages 3 months
to 6 years. 2-4 days per week
It interested please call Alicia at:
419-973-6118

1 BR apts - some close to campus.
some downtown, start at S325/mo.
Call 419-352-1584
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UR SPECIALS!
te our coupon menu at
isanellos.com

For Rent

For Rent

1 BR & 2BR unfurn apts. A/C,
on campus shuttle route
Call 419-575-5576.

5BR, 5 person house.
all amenities, close to campus
August to August lease. SI 100/mo.
Call 352-1584 or 353-8611.

Jay-Mar - 2 bedroom
S450-S475 tentant pays gas & elec
Central A/C. D/W, university shuttle
pickup Call 419-354-6036.

1 BR apt, close to campus,
available NOW' S385/mo.
Call 419-708-9981 Walk-ins are
available at 228 S College

APARTMENTS FOR RENT
Apartment, houses 8 duplexes avail,
many pet friendly.
•1 brms starting at S310/mo Sup.
*2 bdrms starling at S395/mo & up,
•3 bdrms starting at S550/mo S up
Visit our office for a brochure.
Newlove Management Services
332 S Main St. Bowling Green. OH
lour ONLY office)

Secluded, new large garage apt
w/ high ceilings, yard, and parking.
$450/mo * elec, call 419-654-5716

419-352-5620

The Homestead - 1 & 2 BR
S450-S650 tenant pays all utilities
Walking distance to campus and
downtown. Laundry on site, central
A/C. great location 419-354-6036

Cozy, quiet W in BG
ideal tor 1 person, appl, furnished.
Non-smoker/pets 419-832-1951

2BR apt, close to campus,
available NOW! S495/mo
Call 419-708-9981. Walk-ins are
available at 228 S College

>.-: .uivmili-

N

For Rent

2BR apt home with dishwasher!
S99 deposit special!
Free Heat! Large Patio!
Call 419-353-7715
www.varsitysquareapts.com

"1-5 BR houses, next to campus
Multiple tenants over 3 allowed on
lease, also 2BR apt. elf ♦ rms. must
go. MAKE OFFER 353-0325, 9a-9p
free internet, see Car1yRentals.com

ANSWERS

• Lunch Fn. • Sal • Sun

2 BR, 1 1/2 bath townhouse. laundry
hookup, garage, pet friendly, appl.
incl. avail Aug Call 419-708-9981

Days Inn now hiring, all shifts.
Iront desk S housekeeping No calls!
Apply in person at 1740 E Wooster

Tape deck button
Disparage
"Family Matters" misfit
Deck out
Genetic ID
Accident scene initials
More passionate language?
Arrange logically
Heavily favored squads
Nuts
Disney president Robert
__ Island: NY/NJ landmark
Starting place?
Play a round
Marketing ploy, and a hint to
this puzzle's theme

D
203 N. Main *«
"'.VaW 352-5166
$6.50 Minimum

h*$M:

For Rent

45
48
49
50
52
54
55
60
61
64
65
66
67
68
69

PISnN€LLO'S[=
Open Weekdays 4P.M.

Help Wanted

:
•■

They may be
shockers
Fails to be
Many a pop group
Grapple with, in the
sticks
"Plan 9 From Outer
Space" director
Put the squeeze on
Inform against
Khuzdul speaker, in
Tolkien
Metz moniker
"Cool, man!"
So
Line holder
Ham salad seller
Dl doubled
Three-part fig.

VOTED BEST PIZZA 17 STRAIGHT YEARS

College preparation program helps future Falcons gear up for life on campus

e BG News
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t to 75 participants for entry into college,

419-372-6977
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Finished basement in Stoneridge
subdivision. Rent includes free
internet, cable and large screen TV,
private bathroom, kitchen & laundry
facilities Call Joy at 419-575-1175.

3 BR townhouses, 4th & 5th St,
avail. Aug. 2010. school year lease.
Call 419-409-1110 or 419-352-4456

Lrg 1 BR apt on Manville Ave. 3 closets S395/mo, split utils w/ below apt
Close to campus. Aug ' 10-May '11.
Call Ericka 419-515-7273
or e-mail: erickac@bgsu.edu

3 or 4 BR apt. 2 full baths 2 blocks
from campus, A/C. year lease pref.
Avail mid-August, call 419-352-5414
3BR's each w/ private full baths,
& 3BR, 1 bath, all close to campus.
S825/mo. Call 419-708-9981
Walk-ins are avail at 228 S College

about'page4l 46P.html-

12 month leases
415 E Court - 2 br, 1 ba S460/mo
447 S Prospect-3 br. 1 5 ba S850/mo
www.BGApartments.com
Smith Apt Rentals - 419-352-8917

5BR 5 person house, avail Aug 15th
Pike St. 200 yards Irom campus,
W/D incl Call 419-352-5239

Parl-lime wait staff needed
Apply at LaRoe's
in Grand Rapids

1BR & 2BR homes both on 7lh St
avail NOW! S420 & S620/mo.
Call 419-287-4337.

5BR, 2 bath home. 617 N Main,
avail Aug. laundry rm, kitch appl incl.
S1100/mo, call 419-722-1371.

We Deliver
Great
Dinners.

Male grad student looking tor
roommate, Campbell Hills Apts
$300/mo incl utils, call 419-306-1482
Retired teacher renting rooms in
private BG home. Perfect for grad
students/professors. 4 BR's, 2 firepl,
all appl. included S350/mo includes
all utilities Call 419-352-5523.

4 BR house, 1 bath, W/D
South 7th St, BG S775'mo + utils.
Call 419-351-6218

The Highlands -1 bedroom
S350-S400 tenant pays electric
Great location, quiet area, laundry
on site Call 419-354-6036

Room tor Rent-by the semester:
WIFI. lum, kitchen, W/D, storage:
Quiet home 10 miles from campus:
BGSU sludt. or faculty, nonsmoker
S400 00/mo. util incl. Call Gordon 419-494-3278, gordonr@bgsu.edu

161S. MainSr.-BC;
4l9'(SVli"

www-sambs.com

VILLAGE

APARTMENTS

* Apartments Available *
* Minutes from BGSU *
* Pet friendly community*

WINTHROP TERRACE

* Gas included*

& SUMMIT TERRACE

SPECIAL SUMMER <C>
RATES AVAILABLE!

APARTMENTS
ALSO INCLUDED

HEAT/HOT WATER/COOKING

Two Outdoor Pools
On-Site Laundry Facilities

INCLUDED

24 Hour Emergency Maintenance
New Kitchen Cabinet & Appliances
Rent Payable Online
Lease Renewal Bonuses
Referral Award Bonuses

Napoleon
Office ■

HIGH SPEED INTERNET
INCLUDED

BASIC CABLE
INCLUDED

PRIVATE CAMPUS SHUTTLE
INCLUDED

Off Streets Guest Parking
Recycling Program

Located at:

WATER/SEWER/TRASH
INCLUDED

-- 3

tftjAj

300 Napoleon Road
in Bowling Green

- -

STOP BY
AND SEE US
No Appointments Necessary

400E.Napoieon Rd.
419-352-9135
winthrop@gerdenich.com
www.winthropterr.ace.com

Fewer Bills and a Better Value

King or 2 double I
Free cable TV
Free local calls
Hair dryer & coffee
maker available in room
Right Across from BGSUI

otk-fen-Ron

419.352.5211

CAMPUS

O Wednesday. August 4.2010

WWW.BGVIEWS.COM

TOP RIGHT: Bra Turner. 15. vacuums a
hallway m McDonald Residence Hall Upward
Bound Program participants cleaned McDonald
' hall m preparation for move-m and sorted donations in the Harshman Community room in contribution to the Centennial Service Challenge
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BOTTOM: BGSU Upward Bound Program
participants relax and enjoy lunch after volunteering on campus. The piogram provides
support to 75 participants lor entry into college.
For six weeks participants from Toledo-area
high schools are members of a summer residential learning community that emphasizes an
intensive college preparatory course of study
and offers a simulated college experience, incorporating career orientation, academic advising,
two small learning academies and socio-cuttural
enrichment programming.
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Like zero
"M" star
Princess who battled Callisto
Ones wearing designer hospital
gowns?
Petting zoo sound
Some quick pitches
Salad oil pourer
Pungent
Out of the woods
Recipients of authors' gratitude,
briefly
Massive marina protectors?
Basilica section
Three-time Clooney title role
Slender wind
Plaza with many levels?
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Full/part time nanny needed tor 3
children - ages infant to seven.
Call Kelly at 419-872-3683
or e-mail: rindlerkm@yahoo.com

Help Wanted
BARTENDING! up to S300/day. No
exp. necessary Training provided
Call 800-965-6520 ext 174
Childcare needed in Perrysburg
home. Three boys, ages 3 months
to 6 years 2-4 days per week.
II interested please call Alicia at:
419-973-6118

1 BR apt, ideal for grad students,
and 2BR w/ garage, all avail NOWI
Close to campus, call 419-352-5414.
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For Rent

1BR 8 2BR unfum apts, A/C,
on campus shuttle route.

5BR, 5 person house,
all amenities, close to campus.
August to August lease, $1100/mo.
Call 352-1584 or 353-8611.

Jay-Mar - 2 bedroom
S450-S475 tentant pays gas & elec
Central A/C, D/W, university shuttle
pickup. Call 419-354-6036.

APARTMENTS FOR RENT
Apartment, houses & duplexes avail.
many pet friendly.
'1 brms starting at S3i0'mo & up.
*2 bdrms starting at S395/mo & up,
"3 bdrms starting at $550/mo & up
Visit our office for a brochure.
Newlove Management Services
332 S Main St, Bowling Green. OH
(our ONLY office)

Secluded, new large garage apt
w/ high ceilings, yard, and parking.
$450/mo ♦ elec, call 419-654-5716.

419-352-5620

The Homestead -1 8 2 BR
$4S0-$650 tenant pays all utilities.
Walking distance to campus and
downtown. Laundry on site, central
A/C, great location 419-354-6036.

Cozy, quiet W in BG
ideal for 1 person, appl, furnished.
Non-smoker/-pets. 419-832-1951.

3 BR townhouses, 4th & 5th St,
avail Aug. 2010, school year lease.
Call 419-409-1110 or 419-352-4456.
3 or 4 BR apt, 2 lull baths 2 blocks
from campus, A/C, year lease pre!
Avail mid-August, call 419-352-5414.

Finished basement in Stoneridge
subdivision. Rent includes free
internet, cable and large screen TV,
private bathroom, kitchen & laundry
facilities. Call Joy at 419-575-1175.
Lrg 1 BR apt on Manville Ave, 3 closets. $395/mo. split utils w/ below apt
Close to campus. Aug '10-May '11.
Call Ericka 419-515-7273
or e-mail: erickac@bgsu.edu

The Highlands -1 bedroom
$350-$400 tenant pays electric.
Great location, quiet area, laundry
on site. Call 419-354-6036

We Deliver
Great
Dinners.

Male grad student looking for
roommate. Campbell Hills Apts.
$300/mo incl utils, call 419-306-1482

3BR's each w/ private full baths,
S 3BR, 1 bath, all close to campus,
$825/mo Call 419-708-9981
Walk-ins are avail at 228 S College

Looking for a job for the upcoming
school year? Interested in a job that
works with your school schedule?
The University Libraries is now hiring
work study students for various
positions. To apply, visit
any of the service desks at the
William T. Jerome Library or visit:
ntlp://wwwugsu.edu/co||ege5^iljrary/
about/page4146Qhlml

12 month leases
415 E Court - 2 br, 1 ba $460/mo.
447 S Prospect-3 br, 1 5 ba $850/mo
www.BGApartments.com
Smith Apt Rentals - 419-352-8917

5BR 5 person house, avail Aug 15th.
Pike St, 200 yards from campus,
W/D inct. Call 419-352-5239.

Part-time wait staff needed
Apply at LaRoe's
in Grand Rapids.

1 BR & 2BR homes, both on 7th St.
avail NOWI $420 S S620'mo.
Call 419-287-4337.

5BR, 2 bath home, 617 N. Main,
avail Aug, laundry rm, kitch appl incl.
$1lOOAno, call 419-722-1371.

1 BR apts - some close to campus.
some downtown, start at $325/mo.
Call 419-352-1584.
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For Rent

2BR apt, close to campus,
available NOW! $495/mo
Call 419-708-9981. Walk-ins are
available at 228 S. College.

"1-5 BR houses, next to campus
Multiple tenants over 3 allowed on
lease, also 2BR apt. eff ♦ rms, must
go, MAKE OFFER 353-0325. 9a-9p
free internet, see CartyRentals com
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For Rent

2BR apt home with dishwasher!
$99 deposit special1
Free Heat! Large Patio!
Call 419-353-7715
www varsitysquareapts com

Days Inn now hiring, all shifts,
front desk & housekeeping. No calls!
Apply in person at 1740 E Wooster.
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2 BR, 1 1/2 bath townhouse, laundry
hookup, garage, pet friendly, appl.
mot, avail Aug. Call 419-708-9981
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1 BR apt, close to campus,
available NOW! S385/mo.
Call 419-708-9981. Walk-ins are
available at 228 S. College
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Call 419-575-5576.

419-372-6977
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College preparation program helps future Falcons gear up for life on campus

Help Wanted

■
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Retired teacher renting rooms in
private BG home. Perfect for grad
students/professors 4 BR's. 2 lirepl,
all appl. included. $350/mo includes
all utilities. Call 419-352-5523.

4 BR house. 1 bath, W/D.
Soulh 7th St, BG $775/mo -. utils
Call 419-351-6218

Room for Rent-by the semester:
WIFI, fum, kitchen. W/D. storage:
Quiet home 10 miles from campus;
BGSU studt or faculty, nonsmoker.
$400 00/mo, util incl. Call Gordon 419-494-3278, gordonr@bgsu.edu

IMS Main Si -IK,
419H1H77

www.sambs.com

VILLAGE

APARTMENTS

•Apartments Available *
» Minutes from BGSU *
* Pet friendly community »

WINTHROP TERRACE

» Gas included *

& SCIMMIT TERRACE
-

APARTMENTS

ALSO INCLUDED

HEAT/HOT WATER/COOKING

Two Outdoor Pools
On-Site Laundry Facilities

INCLUDED

24 Hour Emergency Maintenance
New Kitchen Cabinet & Appliances
Rent Payable Online
Lease Renewal Bonuses
Referral Award Bonuses

HIGH SPEED INTERNET
INCLUDED

BASIC CABLE
INCLUDED

PRIVATE CAMPUS SHUTTLE
INCLUDED

Oft Streets Guest Parking
Recycling Program

SPECUL SUMMER
RATES AVAILABLE!

WATER/SEWER/TRASH
INCLUDED

Located at:

STOP BY
AND SEE US

'uality Inn

No Appointments Necessary

400 E. Napoleon Rd.
419-352-9135
winthrop@gerdenich.com
www.winthropteryce.com

Fewer Bills and a Better Value
<
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300 Napoleon Road
in Bowling Green
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King or 2 double beds
Free cable TV
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Free local calls
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Hair dryer & coffee
iker available in room
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